Cooking shaped social relations between human males and females, from the sexual division of labor to a mating system based not on sex but on food.

Wrangham’s ideas is that cooking shaped social relations between human males and females, from the sexual division of labor to the mating system itself, which, he argues, is based not on sex but on food. Among other primates, males and females looking for food collect the same things. Wrangham believes cooking, by providing quick calories, allowed human males to focus on hunting, leaving gathering and cooking to the females. This would explain the eventual sexual division of labor and our practice of sharing food.

But it also left cooks vulnerable to exploitation. Cooking, he points out, “is a conspicuous and lengthy process.” In the bush, the sight or smell of smoke reveals a cook’s location at a long distance, allowing hungry individuals who have no food to easily locate cooks in action. The effect among Homo erectus is easily imagined. Because females were smaller and physically weaker, they were vulnerable to bullying by domineering males who wanted food. Each female therefore obtained protection from other males’ wheeling, scrounging, or bullying by forming a special friendship with her own particular male. Her bond with him protected her food from other males, and he also gave her meat. These bonds were so critical for the successful feeding of both sexes that they generated a particular kind of evolutionary psychology in our ancestors that shaped female-male relationships and continues to affect us today.

Wrangham describes the resulting pair-bond as a “primitive protection racket” in which husbands “used their bonds with other men in the community to protect their wives from being robbed, and women returned the favor by preparing their husbands’ meals.” Cooking brought many benefits to humans, he concludes, but it “trapped women into a newly subservient role enforced by male-dominated culture. Cooking created and perpetuated a novel system of male cultural superiority. It is not a pretty picture.”

~Jonathan Shaw

TEST AND DIGEST

Learning by Degrees

The image is grim: “binge and purge” learning. It’s what students do when they cram for a test: consume subject matter in a large lump (binge) and then spit it back on the exam (purge). This mode of study doesn’t seem to produce durable learning. During the past four years, associate professor of surgery B. Price Kerfoot, M.D. ’96, Ed.M. ’00, has developed a scheme that’s more like grazing: “spaced education.” More than 10 rigorous studies on medical students and residents using randomized trials have shown its efficacy: it can increase knowledge by up to 50 percent, and strengthen re-

The SpacedEd course catalog, at right, offers students the chance to “Learn most anything in 3 minutes a day.” Although most courses at the moment are on medical subjects, there are also offerings in bartending, basic music theory, and fantasy football.
A free course on “iPhone Tips & Tricks” teaches students a new “power user” tip every other day. The 10-question mini-course aims to make students’ iPhone use easier and more efficient.

Students report enjoying spaced education; its website (www.spaceded.com) even calls it “addictive.”

The website offers, online, the first courses structured in this mode. (Harvard has applied for a patent on the technology, and already licenses it to an Internet start-up company, SpacedEd.) The methodology, which Kerfoot, a urological surgeon, invented, breaks information down into discrete packages and then applies two learning principles that he gleaned from the psychological literature on learning and memory. The first principle is the *spacing effect*—“When you present and repeat information over intervals of time [as opposed to “binges”], you can increase the uptake of knowledge,” he explains. “And it’s encoded in ways that cause it to be preferentially retained.” The second principle is the *testing effect*: “When you present information in a ‘test’ format, rather than just reading it, long-term retention is dramatically improved.”

Kerfoot had his interest in education and educational reform sparked when, as a student, he took part in the Medical School’s New Pathways curriculum. During his residency, he also earned a master’s degree at the Graduate School of Education. He knew that Web-based teaching modules are a gold standard for online education, but in a study done at four medical schools, Kerfoot found that “most students hated them and long-term retention was quite poor. Why waste a week of their time and $1,000 of...
Instead of a test at the end of the course, SpacedEd presents the material itself entirely in a test-question format. Typically, a course contains 20 to 40 questions, spread across one to two months. The spacing depends on the student's answers: an incorrectly answered question might repeat one week later, for example, and a correctly answered one after three weeks. After two consecutive correct answers, a question is retired.

Close to home, Kerfoot used Spaced Ed to improve prostate-cancer screening by 95 primary-care providers at the Veterans Administration Medical Center in Jamaica Plain, where he works. Participants showed a 26 percent decrease in inappropriate cancer screenings, saving money and minimizing patients' anxiety.
RIGHT NOW

(The SpacedEd website offers discussion boards where students can hash out controversial medical practices like the prostate-specific antigen [PSA] test.) Kerfoot is also going global, having just completed a spaced-education randomized trial on urology clinical-practice guidelines involving 1,470 surgeons in 63 countries.

There are now dozens of courses on the SpacedEd website, which went live in May. Many are for doctors and medical students, but there are also offerings on bartending, iPhone tips, and music theory (which includes video of the instructor playing his guitar in each question). Nearly all are free; a few have very modest fees—$1.99 to $9.99. Kerfoot feels that the platform can work with almost any type of course, including K-12 education, and plans to enlist teachers all over the world to develop the curriculum, with course authors keeping 60 to 80 percent of the revenue if there is a tuition fee. His ambition is to cultivate a “social learning community” where course authors and students interact online, becoming engaged in creative and effective courses and generating comment and discussion on the curricular topic. “Our goal is to get the methodology out beyond the Harvard firewall,” he says. He’d also love to see a course in Spanish, which he has studied three times previously. As he says, “I won’t have to forget it a fourth time.”
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IMPRINTING BABY
A New Twist on Nature/Nurture

COMPIRED TO OTHER primates, humans spend a relatively short time nursing, yet take an unusually long time to become adults. An orangutan will suckle its young for seven to eight years, a chimp for about five years; a human mother typically suckles hers for only two. This allows for shorter intervals between pregnancies. Yet long after weaning, human children remain nutritionally (and otherwise) dependent on parents. This unique life pattern may be the result of an evolutionary compromise between the competing interests of mothers, whose “fitness” is measured by how many surviving children they bear, and offspring, whose goal is maximizing access to maternal resources while adapting to a complex social world.